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Arrows
27F0 ⟰ UPWARDS QUADRUPLE ARROW
→ 290A ⤊ upwards triple arrow
→ 2B45 ⭅ leftwards quadruple arrow
27F1 ⟱ DOWNWARDS QUADRUPLE ARROW
→ 290B ⤋ downwards triple arrow
27F2 ⟲ ANTICLOCKWISE GAPPED CIRCLE ARROW
→ 21BA ↺ anticlockwise open circle arrow
→ 2940 ⥀ anticlockwise closed circle arrow
27F3 ⟳ CLOCKWISE GAPPED CIRCLE ARROW
→ 21BB ↻ clockwise open circle arrow
→ 2941 ⥁ clockwise closed circle arrow
27F4 ⟴ RIGHT ARROW WITH CIRCLED PLUS
→ 2B32 ⬲ left arrow with circled plus
Long arrows
The long arrows are used for mapping whereas the short
forms would be used in limits. They are also needed for
MathML to complete mapping to the AMSA sets.
27F5 ⟵ LONG LEFTWARDS ARROW
→ 2190 ← leftwards arrow
27F6 ⟶ LONG RIGHTWARDS ARROW
→ 2192 → rightwards arrow
27F7 ⟷ LONG LEFT RIGHT ARROW
→ 2194 ↔ left right arrow
27F8 ⟸ LONG LEFTWARDS DOUBLE ARROW
→ 21D0 ⇐ leftwards double arrow
27F9 ⟹ LONG RIGHTWARDS DOUBLE ARROW
→ 21D2 ⇒ rightwards double arrow
27FA ⟺ LONG LEFT RIGHT DOUBLE ARROW
→ 21D4 ⇔ left right double arrow
27FB ⟻ LONG LEFTWARDS ARROW FROM BAR
= maps from
→ 21A4 ↤ leftwards arrow from bar
27FC ⟼ LONG RIGHTWARDS ARROW FROM BAR
= maps to
→ 21A6 ↦ rightwards arrow from bar
27FD ⟽ LONG LEFTWARDS DOUBLE ARROW FROM BAR
→ 2906 ⤆ leftwards double arrow from bar
27FE ⟾ LONG RIGHTWARDS DOUBLE ARROW FROM
BAR
→ 2907 ⤇ rightwards double arrow from bar
27FF ⟿ LONG RIGHTWARDS SQUIGGLE ARROW
→ 21DD ⇝ rightwards squiggle arrow
→ 2B33 ⬳ long leftwards squiggle arrow
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